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Speech summary

Recruiting, developing and retaining talent is more challenging than ever before. 

Attracting the new emerging Gen Z employee, with their fundamentally different 

values versus previous generations, is key if we are to future proof our organisations 

for this third decade. 

We also have to understand the new value systems of the Millennial manager as 

they prepare to take ownership of C-level executive positions. How best to attract, 

develop and retain such talent? 

We know that the days of one job or one career are long gone.  This next generation 

are likely to not only have multiple jobs, roles and work goals during their lifetime, 

but also have multiple careers, entire re-directions. Managing these expectations, 

creating a workplace and style that attracts and appeals has never been more 

challenging.

This speech looks at the new values these employees now hold dear and how 

the workplace of the future needs to deliver. Do we tolerate the Gen Z employee 

working on their side-hustle (the employees’ own side-business) during work 

hours? Set to be the most entrepreneurial generation ever, if we don’t learn how 

to manage this reality, we risk losing them. 

How do we best inspire and motivate employees in today’s society? How do we 

manage their expectations about wanting to be the CEO in 24-months without 

crushing their desire to lead? How do we cope with their need for immediate 

continuous feedback?

Simultaneously, they are a generation reared on collaboration (what is social 

media but a shared platform of Ideas and Information), and they will look for 

such collaborative opportunities in their everyday work. This may be great inside 



your organization, but you might get upset when you see them at lunch with your 

competitors, eager to solve Industry issues.

Work has changed. From the way we work, the hours we work, to the places we 

work. Yes, technology has driven a lot of these changes, but the actual expectations 

of the employee is the step-change. The new employee demands more from their 

work. The want an experience, not a set of tasks or goals.

Organizations now have to focus on giving an employee a truly authentic experience, 

one that is genuine and talks to these new social values. In this entertaining and 

high-octane speech, we explore what each new value shift means for talent 

development and how emerging technology like AI will further change the game. 

Why work needs to stay relevant to those we seek to recruit and retain, and what 

relevance means in the new economy.

This is work 3.0. It Is both exciting and scary, but then most worthwhile things are.



“This generation wants the freedom to be whoever they 
want to be, and they expect their employer to support this. 
Gone are the days when the balance of power lay on the 
employers side of the table during an interview. Today the 
new worker enters an interview asking ‘will they support my 
vision’?”

“Gen Z are all about sharing. The Sharing Economy continues 
to explode having been warmed up by the Millennials. But 
if sharing is a core value, then we need to seriously up our 
game on collaboration opportunities. No more departmental 
roles or silos”

“This is the one-click generation. You get everything you 
want NOW. Technology is their oxygen. The problem is many 
workplaces have poorer tech than they have themselves. 
Couple that with the slow pace of many organisational 
processes and we are set to truly frustrate their desire to 
make immediate impact”

Some 
quotes 
from this 
speech



Authenticity. The new employee needs to connect with their work 
in a meaningful way. They need to know that what they are doing 
makes a difference. They need to understand their purpose, their 
‘why’. Without it, the organization is just another faceless entity. 
Learn to speak ‘Genuine’

Belonging. You no longer own your business, they do. As an 
extensión of purpose, nurturing belonging is essential if we are to 
retain developed talent. But how are we to appeal to them to the 
point they feel that sense of belonging? Learn what your employee 
experience needs to deliver in order to foster a sense of loyalty

Challenge. Unless we are continuously challenging our new 
employees we are at risk of losing them. But what does challenging 
mean to the modern worker? How do we control ‘challenge’ as 
well as ‘work/life balance’? How do we measure challenge? Well 
understanding and delivering on their values is the key.

Key learnings 
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“Inspirational is a word that is too often overused, none more 
so than in relation to speakers, many of whom are very good 
but not truly inspirational i.e. inspire people to think or act in 
a different way. I had high expectations based on your Ted 
Talk and feedback I had received from a couple of people who 
had seen you live previously, and I am delighted to say that 
you surpassed them all.Thank you fora truly inspirational 
session!”

GAVIN ISLE
BARCLAYS

“Trying to find a HR speaker who can energise, inspire and 
excite as much as they can provoke and challenge can be 
difficult. We have used Ken several times and he never fails to 
do all of the above with our global employee teams as well as 
with our customer base. If you are looking for true employee 
inspiration and outstanding insight into the HR realities, look 
no further“

ALICE ACKERMAN
HOSTELWORLD

“Ken delivered such a thought provoking and entertaining 
speech on the needs and desires of younger generations. 
His talk was highly appreciated by all of the UEFA managers 
and coaches set with the challenge of managing the next 
generation of players. The post-event feedback we received 
regarding his speech has been outstanding.

“Ken is an energetic, thought-provoking speaker. I’ve had Ken 
speak at two Google events now and Ken has scored higher 
than any other speaker I’ve ever had before, lasting a long 
time in the memories of the delegates”

DAVID GOUGH
UEFA

FIONA JONES
GOOGLE EMEA



This is great. I’m 
so inspired. Such a 
‘rock star’ speech

I’ve never laughed 
so much and 

taken so many 
notes 

simultaneously!

Best speech 
I have ever seen 

at a HR event. 
Brilliant

Truly motivated 
by the energy 
and messages 
you have given 

us! 
Inspirational

This guy is the 
Irish Tony Robbins. 
What an amazing 

speech



Ken Hughes is now acknowledged as being the world’s 
leading authority on consumer and shopper behavior, 
internationally renowned for helping his largely blue-chip 
client base better understand the needs of the future 
consumer.

With 20 years’ experience as CEO of a consumer insight 
agency, he blends his understanding of consumer 
psychology, , digital anthropology and retail futurology to 
explore the needs of the new employee and consumer 
and predict the changes to come.

Ken advises some of the biggest brands in the 
world on customer and employee experience, 
omnichannel strategy, AI, retail trends, the 
millennial and Gen Z shopper and the 
peer- to-peer economy. As an accomplished 
author, TED speaker, university lecturer and 
actor, his performances are not only insightful 
and thought-provoking but are infamous for 
their sheer energy, entertainment and passion, 
not to mention his generous Irish wit.

Every year, Ken shares his thought-disrupting 
insight with tens of thousands of delegates all 
over the world as one of the most popular keynote 
speakers booked on the international conference 
circuit relating to the future consumer.

He is regularly voted best speaker at events to which he 
is invited to speak and believes in engaging and delighting 
event attendees at every opportunity.

About 
Ken Hughes

• World Renowned Consumer 
& Shopper Behavioralist
• Author of The Blue Dot Consumer
• Keynote Speaker & CX Strategist
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